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We discuss implications of perturbative QCD for the structure of jets in e+e- annihi- 

lation above 10 GeV cm. energy. (i) A strong asymmetry in the transverse momentum 

distribution in e+e- -+ 2 jets originates from lowest order gluon bremsstrahlung; one jet 

broadens and the other does not. (ii) Since the gluon is flavor neutral, quantum number 

correlations between the hadrons in the two jets are smaller than predicted by the par- 

ton model. (iii) Jet distributions in QCD are compared with scalar gluon theories. (iv) 
Three-jet structure begins to emerge around lo-15 GeV cm. energy. It should be clearly 

visible in low-thrust or high-sphericity data at Kc,,. = 30 GeV. 

1. Introduction 

Multiple jets in e+e- annihilation (and elsewhere) are a likely feature of any 
field theory [ 11. Thus one expects on quite general grounds that the presently ob- 
served bounded pl e+e- jets will broaden at high energy. Eventually, a multiple jet 
structure may emerge within the angular spread of a low-energy jet. Perturbative 
quantum chromodynamics [2] can predict how this occurs. Up to order crs(Q2)/n 
(where 

12n 

%(“) = (33 - 2NF) log(Q2/A2) 

l Permanent address. 
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Fig. 1. Gluon bremsstrahlung, cfc- + qqC. 

is the short-distance I, - l/Q, coupling of the theory for Nr. quark flavors and 
A = 4 GeV) the elementary processes involving QCD quanta are [3] (fig. 1) 

e+ee + qq -+ hadrons , (1) 

e+e- + qqG -+ hadrons (2) 

Distributions of global quantities(spheriocity, thrust, angular asymmetries) have been 
worked out for these elementary processes in refs. [337]. 

Our aim in this paper is to develop predictions from lowest-order perturbative 
QCD which will allow one to verify some essential features of the theory, viz: 

(i) The jet broadening due to gluon bremsstrahlung in (2). This takes place in 
one of the two jets and not in both and results finally in the appearance of a third 
jet. (Higher-order processes such as eteP -+ qG + qC [8] would of course lead to 
broadening of both jets, but should be unimportant at low energy *. We find that 
lowest-order jet broadening is dramatic above Q = 2En = 30 GeV cm. energy, and 
it increases rapidly with Q*. 

(ii) The flavor neutrality of gluons. We study quantum number correlations in 
reactions (1) and (2). Since the gluon is flavor neutral it reduces the tendency of fast 
particles in the two jets to carry opposite charge. 

(iii) The vector nature of the gluon in (2). The orientations of the qqG plane with 

respect to the e+e- colliding beam axis depends on the spin of the gluon. The resul- 
ting asymmetries can in principle be used to check the vector nature of the QCD 
gauge quanta. For this purpose we confront the vector gluon theory to a scalar 
gluon theory [3,9]. 

(iv) The explicit three-jet structure of (2) at high energy and for events with high 
sphericity and low thrust. The three-jet rate is suppressed by O(ol,/n) and by the va- 
nishing phase space when sphericity or thrust reaches its extremum (symmetrical or 
“star” events). 

As to the significance of(i) to (iii) for QCD, some reservations are appropriate. 
The mere existence of jet-broadening effects is not direct evidence for QCD but is 
expected in any field theory. It is essential to check that the jet spreading and, most 
important, the appearance of 3-jet structures are due to the radiation of flavorless 

* Multijets are important at high energy despite the smallness of 01~. This is because the 

size of a jet from a single gauge quantum decreases as E&,!antum 

angular 

while cys * (In E)_‘. 
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vector quanta. (The experimental verification of the effects mentioned in (i) to (iii) 

is a necessary condition for perturbative QCD to be valid but not a sufficient one.) 
One problem for these studies is the appearance of new flavor thresholds. We have 

put no weight in this paper on jet broadening due to e’e- + bb + hadrons, where 
eb = -4 and ??rb = 5 GeV. This is because the bb threshold above Y(9.46) gives 
AR/R = 10% at high energies, R = uhad/ apz. Besides this, (pi) increases above bb 
threshold, but the increase is the same for both jets and is Q2 independent for large 
enough Q2. This is quite unlike the one-sided jet broadening due to gluon brems- 
strahlung. On the other hand, a new tf threshold, e, = $, would complicate the test 
of our predictions for Q2 - 4m:. AR/R = 40% and the pl increase is large, due to 
the large t mass, ?+ >> mb. One either has to go to Q2 >> 4mf to test QCD effects 
or exploit the planarity of the three-quantum state in (2); e+e- -+ tt -+ hadrons will 
not lead to planar events *. 

We present the material as follows. First we derive results which have a minimal 
dependence on how quarks and gluons fragment (non-perturbatively) into observed 
hadrons. In the next step we assume the validity of Feynman’s fragmentation pic- 
ture of quark and gluon jets. In this section we concentrate on jet broadening, with 
a remark on the change of charge correlations due to gluon bremsstrahlung. It turns out 
that at high energies (Q > 30 GeV) jet broadening has no serious model dependence. 
Our results test perturbative quantum chromodynamics and not our assumptions. 
Finally, we present the results of a Monte Carlo model which includes both q?l and 
qqG states, the quanta fragmenting in a sequential way to hadrons [ 11,121. We 
compare the results from this model with our earlier analytic calculations. The agree- 
ment is satisfying. In addition, this model has other applications. 

2. Minimal dependence on non-perturbative effects 

As is well-known, the O(cll,) cross section for efe- -+ q?lG is singular in the kine- 
matic limits corresponding to soft and collinear gluons [3]. Quantities that depend 
sensitively on the cross section in this region are influenced by non-perturbative 
effects. In this section we shall exclude the singular region by imposing a Q2 inde- 
pendent cut-off on variables like thrust [4]. Hence our predictions become inde- 
pendent of non-perturbative effects at large enough energies. 

As discussed in refs. [4,13], quantities linear in momenta are least model depen- 
dent. These are independent of how quarks and gluons fragment because a linear 
sum of hadron momenta in a jet is just the gauge quantum momentum (as Q + m). 

An appropriate measure of jet broadening is thus given as follows. The reference 
axis is taken to be the thrust axis T = max(x r, x2, xa) where xi = Ei/Es (Ei and 
EB are the q or G energy and the e+e- beam energy). Then we define a variable 

* For a study of b6 and tt + hadrons see ref. [lo] and the Monte Carlo programs developed 

by these authors. (Such a program has also been prepared by T. Meyer.) 
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Fig. 2. q<G kinematics 

xl = xi sin 0i, the jet momentum perpendicular to the Taxis (fig. 2.) In terms of 
hadron momenta pi (1 to the T axis) [ 131, 

X*=;CIPfl/EL3 > 
i 

(3) 

summed over all hadrons i. (Of course, there is a finite pl qq + 2 jet non-perturba- 
tive contribution xl - (PI ) ffhad/EB -+ 0.1 uP to o(%) 

1 do 1 Tmax 

=-s 
dT do(q@) 

odx1 oo 
Tmin 

dxidT ’ 

where the integral is obtained from 

1 d4qW 2 %(Q’) _p -_=__ x2 +xg 
(50 dx,dx,- 3 71 (1 -xJ(l -xs) ’ 

the cross section for efe- + q$ normalized to e+e- + qq [3], and 

x:=4(1 -xq)(l -x,)(1 -xc)/T2. 

The limits of integration are T,,, = 1 - xi’ and Tmin, the solution of 

2- 
x1 - & (1 - Tmin12(27’min - 1) 3 

mln 

(4) 

(5) 

where $ < Tmin G T,,, < 1. The xl distribution is shown in fig. 3. 
Although do/dxl diverges as xl + 0, moments (x,“) of xL are finite and are pre- 

dictible in perturbative QCD. Despite the fact that the moments are finite, their 
numerical value can depend on low xl where non-perturbative effects are important. 
Thus in fig. 4 we exhibit moments with a cut on xl, xl > xyin, 

l/J3 1--x; 

tx;,=J- J dxl 1 
dT Xn WqilG) 

00 min 
GiEg’ 

Xl 
Tmin 

Observation of a scaling 

1 do 
- - In Q2 , 
O&l 
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Fig. 3. Plot of (l/o) do/&l where xl = ~~~ilp:I/b’,+ Here and in fig. 4, a,(Q*) was evaluated 
at Q = 30 GeV assuming 3 active flavors and A = 0.5 GeV. 
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and energy independence of (x7) In Q* would be evidence for the transverse momen- 
tum jet broadening of QCD. 

A model-independent test that gluons have no flavor can be constructed for the 
high-energy regime. We consider the following weighted charge correlation. First we 
suppose that even if three jets from e+e- + q@ are not all identifiable, at least two 
are. Except near T = 3, events consist of a hard jet (along the Taxis) and a less hard 
one at an angle to the Taxis (see fig. 2.). The third jet is expected to deliver many 
low-energy particles; it will be hard to reconstruct. Having identified the two hard 
jets we order them by E(jet 1) >Efjet 2). (These jet axes may be identifiable by cut- 
ting out low-momentum particles not associated with any jet, by limiting the event 
multiplicity, or in some other way.) Now we construct the average charge correlation 

as a function of thrust T. (Any power (Z/Xj)P is also acceptable [ Ill, though p > 0 
is desirable). In eq. (8) Zi,j is the scaled momentum of particle i,j in jet I,2 and ei,j 
its charge. At high energy, (Q, Q2 ) is a scaling quantity (ignoring log scaling viola- 
tions) and is independent of the jet momentum. Because of this scaling property and 

the absence of gluon flavor, 

(Q,Q,) = C(1) , 

(9) 

(At T = 1 we have e+e- + qq only.) Hence C(T) is given by C(1) times the probabili- 

ty that jets 1 and 2 are q and 4, 

2r d.x POP’, x> 
C(T) _ {2-T)/2 

c(1) = 

___ > (IO) 

s 
dx{p,(T,x)+po(x,2-T-x)+p,(2-T-x, T)) 

2(1-0 

where we use the abbreviation 

(11) 

The ratio C(T)/C(I) is shown in fig. 5. C(1) is experimentally accessible in two-jet 
events with maximum thrust T + 1. In the Feynman-Field parton-jet model it is 
given (as an incoherent 4 : 1 : 1 mixture of u, d, s quarks) by * 

C(1) = -0.012 f 0.003, (p = 1) ; C(1) = -0.062 + 0.006, (p = 0.5) ; 

C(1) = -0.29 f 0.02 , (p = 0.2). (12) 

l For completeness, we show C(1) for various p, not just p = 1. We took Ecm = 90 GeV. 
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Fig. 5. The charge correlation C(T)/C(l). 

At fixed T and high energy, three jets will be visible. Then one can study other cor- 
relations, e.g., the correlation between the most and the least energetic jet, (e, Q3 ). 
This is expected to be very much smaller than (Q1 Q2) because the least energetic 
jet is almost always a flavorless G jet (as long as T is not near 3). 

In order to test the spin of the brernsstrahlurzggIuon we study the angular depen- 
dence of the three-jet cross section. The orientation of the hadron plane spanned by 
the 3 momentum vectors of q, 4, G, is conveniently described by 0, the angle 
between the incoming electron and one of the emitted quanta, and x, the angle 
between the hadron plane and the plane spanned by the e+e- beam axis and the 
momentum of the quantum defining 0. Expressed in terms of helicity cross sections 
(U = unpolarized transverse, L = longitudinally polarized; T, I = +1/-l, O/l inter- 
ference terms) the most general form for e+e- + q@ is [7] 

2ll ~- 
do da” 

dx,dx,-d cos 0 dx 
= 5 (1 + co&) -~ t 3 sin’/3 - 

doL 

dx,dX,- 4 d%&, 

3 do’ 
___ - - sin28 cos x ____ 2~2 

dx,dx, * 
(13) 

The results of do’ for vector gluons are listed in ref. [7] and we will confront them 
with the scalar gluon case. Choosing the gluon momentum as the reference axis 
(defining 6), for scalar gluons only the unpolarized transverse cross section is non- 
zero 

doU g2 00 _ =_ - xi 
dX,dX7i 4n 47r(l -x,)(1 -xq) ’ 

(14) 

u. being the e+e- + qS cross section (three colors); g is the Yukawa coupling con- 
stant. du”/dx,dx5 coincides with the general angle integrated cross section du/dx, 
dxg. Unlike the vector gluon case we don’t have an azimuthal angular dependence 
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on x (with G as axis) for scalar gluons, and the 0 dependence is purely (1 + cos*O). 
Since it is exceedingly difficult to determine the gluon axis (e.g., via quantum num- 
bers), we also list the cross sections if the quark or antiquark momentum is chosen 
as reference axis. They are required in calculating thrust distributions: 

doT 1 doL __ =__ 
dx,dx, 2 dx,dx,’ 

(15) 

A,6200 1 

4n 4n(l -xq)(l -xs). 

xl denotes the absolute value of the transverse momentum of the antiquark relative 
to the quark axis (and vice versa); -XL is the longitudinal momentum of the gluon 
relative to the quark (antiquark) axis. This complicated 6 and x dependence of the 
cross section is of course spurious and related to the unfavorable choice of quark 
or antiquark momentum as reference axis. Provided the gluon jet could be identi- 
fied we find a very clean way of testing the spin of the gluons. For scalar gluons 
we predict isotropic hadron distributions around the gluon jet axis. For vector 
gluons we expect non-zero azimuthal asymmetries for the average quantities 
(cos x) [7] and (cos2x) [6,7]. However, if we are forced to choose thrust as the 
reference axis, this vector-scalar difference gets largely washed out. In fig. 6 we pre- 
sent do’/dT (for i = U, L, T, I), comparing scalar with vector gluons, the Yukawa 

Fig. 6. The cross sections do’, i = U, L, I for vector and scalar gluons (solid and dashed lines). 
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coupling constant adjusted so that do”/dT (scalar) = da”/dT (vector) at T = 0.8. x 

is now the azimuthal angle of the second most energetic jet about the thrust axis. 
daLtT/dT is larger in the scalar gluon case than in the vector gluon case, do’/dT is 
smaller. 

3. Including quark and gluon fragmentation 

In sect. 2 we tried as much as possible to avoid dependence on details which may 
obscure QCD tests: how quarks and gluons fragment into hadrons and how the two- 
jet and three-jet final states merge into one another. However, there are many quanti- 
ties of experimental relevance which do depend on just these matters. The mean 
(~1 ) in a broadening jet is one example. Moreover a central issue, at what energy 
QCD jet broadening is clear and unmistakable, depends in an essential way on the 
non-perturbative hadronization mechanism. 

We begin by discussing the global (pz) in e+e- events, which we try to deal with in 
a reasonably model-independent way. Next we treat in extenso the mean (p; (2)) 
relative to the thrust axis of a single hadron with scaled momentum z = ~&EB. 
This turns out to be insensitive to quark and gluon fragmentation and fundamental 
theoretical uncertainties only for e Z 30 GeV. Below this energy there appears a 
significant problem arising from the precise way two- and three-jet mechanisms 
merge at high thrust (nearly collinear or soft gluons in (2)). However, we show how 
one can avoid this problem by studying events of low thrust only. (PI) in these 
events depends only on experimentally accessible fragmentation functions and thus 
provides us with a clean test of perturbative QCD. Finally we return to charge corre- 
lations as affected by flavorless gluon bremsstrahlung. The test we propose does not 

depend on identifying a second jet as in sect. 2. 
One can derive a result on the average transverse momentum which is at least in- 

sensitive to the fragmentation mechanism, by taking advantage of the cancellation 
between singularities in diagrams with real and virtual gluons. The collinear and soft 
gluon divergences which appear in the O(%) cross section for e+e- + qqG are can- 
celled in utot by corresponding singularities in the e+e- + q?i cross section [ 141. 
Such cancellations always occur between energy-degenerate states [ 1.51. Now it is 
plausible to assume that the hadrons produced from states consisting of a single 
quark and of a quark plus a collinear or soft gluon, will have the same average transverse 
momentum, provided we assume that the non-perturbative transverse momenta 
of quark and gluon fragments are the same. A soft gluon, on the other hand, cannot 
produce any hadrons. The cancellation of singularities between real and virtual pro- 
cesses will then work in the same way for the average transverse momentum as for 
utot, and we get a cut-off independent result *. 

* The cancellations only work in pl averages that are integrated over all z as the weight fac- 
tors for the collinear states will otherwise depend on the relative momenta. 
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The pj of a hadron which is a fragment of a parton j (j = q, S or G), whose 
momentum pi makes an angle Bj with the thrust axis is, averaging over the non- 
perturbative (NP) fragmentation 

(P:)j - (P~)N~B = [(~*)NP pi’ - i(p,2)~p] SiIl*Oj . (16) 

Here, l measures the scaled longitudinal hadron momentum parallel to the jet axis; 
(l* )NP and (pT)~p characterize the NP fragmentation process, and are assumed to 
be the same for quarks and gluons. The overall average hadron transverse momen- 
tum is obtained by summing over parton species j and integrating over all qqG con- 
figurations. In order to (approximately) account for the number of hadrons pro- 
duced by a given parton we give a relative weight to the q,q and G contributions 
which is proportional to the parton energies. The average transverse momentum of 
hadrons obtained in this way from eq. (16) is 

(P:)-(P:~P=;:~ dTJ’ dx [2(&i& 
213 2(1--T) 

x2+(2-T-x)2 

+(l-x)(T+x-1) 
-;x(2(5;~xJx:(2 - T)) (17) 

wherex;= 4(1 - T) (1 -x) (T+x - 1)/T*. Numerically, from (17), 

(p:) = (p&p + q [0.281 (t* )r,rpQ2 - 2.55 (pl” jNP] . (18) 

It follows from (18) that the energy scale at which the QCD jet broadening sets in, 
p: -%Q*, is determined by the ratio (pf )~p/(t*)~~. In fig. 7. we have used 

3- 

Z- 

I. I 
, Q GeV 

0 IO 20 30 40 GeV 

Fig. 7. The average @I )/(pl )Np and (~14 )/(pT )Np including &on bremsstrahhmg. 
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(pf jNr’ = 0.177 GeV2 and (g2jNp = 0.0416 [16]. The broadening sets in around Q = 
10 to 15 GeV and grows rapidly, becoming a 100% effect at Q = 30 GeV. Numeric- 
ally, for 3 flavors 

(Pl’ ) 
(PI )NP r = ’ ’ ln(Q/A) 

‘[(A)2 -0.189] 
14.3 

A completely analogous analysis can be done for (p: ). We obtain 

<r)l” ) = (pl” )NP + e [0.00735 (t4jNpQ4 

+ 0.848(12p; jNpQ2 - 4.12 (pl” )Np] . (19) 

Using (.&r = 0.0086, @p,’ )NP = 0.0074 GeV’, (p? )NP = 0.077 GeV4 we find 
(fig. 7) that the broadening begins around Q = 10 GeV and grows extremely rapidly. 
It is clear, however, that high statistics are required to measure (p: ) experimentally. 

Rewriting eq. (16) as 

(pf ) = $Q2.s2 sin20j + (p; )NP [ 1 - $ sin28j] , (20) 

we can exploit this equation further in order to calculate the average rrunsverse 
momentum (p:(z)) of a single hadron relative to the T axis as a function of its 
scaled momentum z = p/EB. By inspecting figs. 1 and 2 it is obvious that in lowest- 
order QCD one jet broadens and not both. We assume from now on that events are 
ordered. We suppose that one hemisphere (the dividing plane being perpendicular 
to the thrust axis) contains the “narrower” jet, the second hemisphere the “broader” 
jet. (This ordering should be carried out using only hadrons with z > some zo, the 
low-energy hadrons being cut out.) One defines a truncated thrust 

T’ = max 1 if;, I P: I/ jg bill , 

Z>ZO Z>ZO 

where H refers to the hemisphere around a directed axis relative to which piI is 
defined *. 

Perturbative QCD predicts that the narrow jet defined by T’ shows no increase 

up to and including O(%). The jet in the hemisphere opposite T’ broadens, 
(p; ) - 0(sQ2). The single hadron (pf (z)> is obtained by weighting eq. (20) by 
the probability to find a jet at an angle Bj relative to the Taxis and containing a 

* A jet-finding algorithm which does not correctly identify the axis of the narrow jet can lead 
to a spurious “broadening” of both jets. 
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hadron of fractional momentum z (or z/Xi relative to the jet), 

<P: (z)) = [iz2Q2 7 Jdoj b D,!‘(k) sin28j 
I J 

+ c 
i s 

do.‘ui” ,I 
J xj 0 J ’ 

X [ ~~da,D;(z)l-’ 

( P; z ( )> x. 
I 

NP (1 - i Sil12Bj) 1 (21) 

where J’ runs over q and 4 at Bj = 0 (i.e., thrust T = 1) and q, q, G at non-zero Bi 
(i.e., thrust T < 1). The latter probability is O(s) relative to the former. We sim- 
plify (21) by dropping terms of order %(pT )NP relative to (pf )NP and a,Q’, con- 
sistent with having normalized (21) to the non-perturbative qQ jet cross section. l 

In doing this we have to define e+e- -+ qq% (of order cr,) relative to qq (of order 1) 

by a thrust cut: 213 < Tqq7; < T,, in the former process and T = 1 in the latter. This 

is necessary for physics reasons. As T + 1, qqG merges continuously into a non-per- 
turbative qq jet. qqG cannot be isolated above some To, and we should not refer to 
this process for T > To. In perturbation theory, the singular behavior of qqG at 
T + 1 is cancelled by a multiplicative divergent factor in e+e- + qq exactly at T = 1. 
Unfortunately this is of no use to us, as this thrust value is far inside a non-pertur- 
bative jet. (Actually, the hadronic do/dT even vanishes at T = 1, owing to phase 
space.) Of course, (21) is finite for T,, = 1, so we are justified in ignoring all this at 
high energies where 1 - To - l/Q2 -+ 0. However, we will see that this merging of 

qqG into a qq jet is an important effect at low energies. Keeping this in mind, we 
find ** 

dQ*) 
(PI (z)) - (pl’ (z))NP = __ G(z)i-j2 > 

ll 
(22) 

with the profile G(z) given by l ** 

G(z)=$z’ j($ f $[ b2(T X) + P~(X, 2 - T ~ x)1 D, 
213 XL 

+ ~2(2 - T- X, T) &AZ/X) /Q&z) > 

I 

(23) 

* Up to this order it is also consistent to ignore scaling violations in DF, as we will do. 
** A similar quantity has been considered by Schierholz and Kramer usmg another method 

[171. 
l ** The fragmentation functions for quarks and gluons are averaged over the quark and hadron 

species: D,= Z:,,,Dg, DG = CUD%. 
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where x L = max(z, 2( 1 - T)) and p2 (x4, xTi) is a generalization of eq. (1 l), 

361 

[(l -xq)(l -x,)(xq +xq - 1)]“‘2 ; (24) 

note that the integral vanishes when z > re, and G(z) is finite for r,, = 1. 
In the following we set 

D,(z) = (r + 1) (1 - z)‘/z ) DC; = (s + 1) (1 - z)‘/z , 

and take the thrust cut T,, dividing the non-perturbative e+e-+ qq + 2 jets from 
e+e- + qqG to be 

re=O.92, (Q=15GeV), Te = 0.95 , (Q = 30 GeV) , (25) 

where Te can be obtained from theoretical estimates. The dependence of our results 
on Z’e measures the degree of theoretical uncertainty. (We will return to this in sect. 
4.) For r,-, = 1, (p: (z)) is almost independent of the form of D, (z) and DG(z). This 
is shown in fig. 8a where G(z) is given for various parametrizations of DG and D, 

12) --o,+'(l-712 = 06 
___oq~z-‘(l-z)‘, 06 soft 
_ _Dg'r'~005.1.05(1-21'1, 

/.y. 
Dssoft 

\ a’ 
./ 

/ r- 
\ 

‘/ \ 

,t 

\ 

‘\ \ 

A 

/ 

/ ‘1 \ 

/I 
’ \. 

\ 
\ 

I I I \ 

02 01 06 0.8 2 

lo-’ Glz] ’ I J 

bl 
1 

t 

- vector gluon 
---- scalar gluon 

1 

02 01 06 0.8 1 

Fig. 8. The profile function G(z) (a) for several choices of Dq and DG from refs. [18,19]; (b) for 
vector and scalar gluons, DG = Dq 0: z-I(1 - z)~. 
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0.01 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 2 

Fig. 9. The dependence of G(z) on the cut-off TO. 

[ 18,191. The dependence on the parametrization, being on the ?20% level, is not 
serious. (Changing r and s independently does not alter this conclusion.) For com- 
pleteness’ sake we also present in fig. 8b a comparison of vector and scalar gluon 

cases [3]. 
Fig. 9 shows G(z) for To = 0.92 (Q = 15 GeV); To = 0.95 (Q = 30 GeV) and 

qi 
/ I I I 1 

10 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

Fig. 10. The asymmetry in (pi). The narrow (non-perturbative) jet is on the left. The right 

jet is broadened by gluon radiation. 
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To = 1 (Q = -) for r = s = 2. From the comparison we conclude that the results are 
reliable for Q > 30 GeV and uncertain to perhaps a factor 2 around 15 GeV because 
of the strong dependence on Te. Finally, fig. 10 presents our results for (p: (2)) 
including the asymmetry between the narrow and the broadened jets ((p,’ (z)jNP is 
adopted from sect. 4). The asymmetry effect is small at Q = 15 GeV (nicely agreeing 
with (pf ) in fig. 7). On the other hand, the predicted broadening sets in quite dra- 
matically and is unmistakable at Q > 30 GeV. 

The major uncertainty in the above analysis lies in the appearance of a thrust cut- 
off parameter T,,. In order to have a clean test of perturbative QCD it would be 
highly desirable to eliminate this fundamental uncertainty. Indeed we can escape 
this cut-off dependence by considering only events in the perturbative regime 

g < T < T,, < Tecwith T,,,,, independent of Q.) These are entirely qqG events 
normalized to the known e+e- -+ qqG cross section in the region ‘3 < T < T,,,. To 
eliminate the uncertainty in T,, we just choose T,,,,, small enough. 

We can now define moments of the transverse momentum, for events with 3 < T 

G Tmax, 

Tmax 

@l”(z))= Qnzn [ 
T dx 

dT s ~ [~,(T,X)+p,(x,2-T-x)10, 

213 
xL X(XOn 

+p,,(2- T-x, T)Dc (j] /l”‘“‘ dT; Fin -01 , 

XL 

(26) 

with xL = max(z, 2(1 - T)). The z-integrated form is 

[p,(T, xl + P,(x, 2 - T - x)1 (z”), 

tPn(2- T-x, T)(z”)~ .r”“;‘” dTf dK {n+O}, (27) 
213 2(1-T) x 

where 

(z” jq,G = s dz z”Dq,&). 
0 

(For our numerical results in figs. 11 and 12 we take Dq(z) = DC+(Z) a z-l (1 - z)~ 
for charged pion final states.) A particularly nice quantity to discuss is the first mo- 
ment (n = 1) in eq. (27) if we sum over all hadrons in the jets, resulting in (z>,,c; = 
1 * by momentum conservation and leaving us with the hadron multiplicity of the 

l This is even independent of log Q violations of Feynman scaling. 
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Fig. 11. Plot of (pi” (z; T))/Q’ for various thrust regions. 

jets as the only parameter. (This is, of course, experimentally accessible.) The result 
for equal hadron multiplicity in quark and gluon jets is presented in fig. 12. Clearly, 
these quantities escape the theoretical uncertainty mentioned above, and the scaling 
laws for the moments of the transverse momentum (~7 jT,,, - Q” as well as their 
absolute magnitude provide a theoretically clean test of perturbative QCD. 

We now turn to some tests that jet broadening is due to the emission of flavor- 
less gluons. We take a rr+ in the narrow jet (T’ hemisphere) with scaled momentum 
0.8 G z/T G 1 and calculate the rr+/n- ratio in the opposite hemisphere. The two- 
particle distribution for a rr+ in this z/T range is given as 

tdx 
s 

; p,,(X, 2-T-x) 

t dx s ; po(2- T-x, T) c e:,[N;+ tflc+] 0; 5 , 
q 0 X 

, , , , I,, . I 

0.7 08 09 1.0 

(28) 

Fig. 12. (py (T))/Q2 averaged over z as a function of thrust T (denoted T,,,ax in eq. (27)). 
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Fig. 13(a). The n+/n- ratio given a high momentum n+(z > 0.8) on the opposite side. Various 

values of Tare shown. (b) The same as (a) but for qq jets only. The difference of a and b shows 
the effect of gluon bremsstrahlung. 

We have chosen a n+ in the T’ hemisphere with z/T 2 0.8 to select out (with large 
probability) a q = u or ;i parent quark. Then IV:+ = J,!,s d@:+(t) for q = u or a. 
(Small amounts of other flavor contributions can easily be taken account of.) 

Choosing again 

~;++“-(z)=D;++Qcc-l(l -z)2, D,“- fD+ =(l -z)/(l +z), 

we plot in fig. 13 the n+/n- ratio [21] : 

(29) 

for e+e- -+ q?jG at various T and also for e+e- + qq. The enhancement of C(n+/n-) 

due to flavorless gluon bremsstrahlung should be observable in events of low thrust. 
This is also, of course, the region where our perturbative prediction is most reliable. 
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4. Monte Carlo model 

Now we want to study in a realistic way the interplay of non-perturbative and 
perturbative jet broadening. We do this using a Monte Carlo model which simulates 
the jets from quarks and gluons *. The basic ingredients are the following. 

(i) We restrict ourselves to u, d and s quarks. (c and b can be included, given a 
model for their fragmentation and decay [IO] .) The jet generator recipe is that of 
Feynman and Field [l 11. We require a minimum jet energy of 2 GeV. 

(ii) Gluon jets are treated as a combination of quark antiquark pairs with weight 
UK: dd:E = 2:2: 1 and choosing 3(1 - z)” for the primordial decay function. 

(iii) The cross section for e+e- --, qqG is given by QCD (eq. (5)) for $ < T G To. 

For T > T,, we set do(qqG) = 0. This is the cut-off used to distinguish e+e- + qqG 
from e+e- --f qq. 

We now generate e+e- + qq t qqG --, hadrons. The total qqG rate is, from (iii), 

o(qqG) = .r” dT -dT 
W+iG) 

213 

By contrast, (qq) non-perturbative two jets are generated with an overall rate 

u. - u(qqG) - 040 uo] = u(q$ . 
71 

(30) 

(31) 

This is required by the conservation of probability. A large probability for hard 
gluon bremsstrahlung decreases the probability for a e+e- + qq two-jet event. (This 
is the underlying reason for the cancellation of infrared singularities in qqG and qq 
which we mentioned earlier.) 

We have considered a number of cut-off procedures. The one which we employ 
here is chosen to give a smooth transition from qq to q?iG in the observed (hadronic) 
thrust distribution. Let To be that thrust value where the pure non-perturbative qq 
distribution is a maximum, 

(32) 

The perturbative q?JG process runs from T = “3 to To, and after smearing with quark 
and gluon jet fragmentation should produce a reasonable du/dT distribution. 

We also considered a minimum scaled transverse momentum of all jets relative 
to one another, xl > 0.07, and a minimum jet energy, Ej > 2 GeV. This procedure 
is not successful. It generates too much large plat low energies. Moreover, the inte- 
grated qqG cross section is unreasonable (-80% of u. already at Q = 30 GeV). 

In fig. 14 we show the pure two jet (l/u) du/dT. In fig. 15 we show the corre- 
sponding (l/u) du/dT for e+e- + qS + qqG, using the model we have been descri- 

l This is also being done by D. Drijard (private communication). 
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Fig. 14. (l/o) do/dT for e+e- -t qq -+ 2 jets, from our Monte Carlo model. 

bing. The cut-off we use leads to re = 0,92,0.95,0.98 at Q = 15, 30,90 GeV. Cor- 
respondingly, a(qqG)/oe = 0.17, 0.29, 0.49. 

The asymmetry calculated for (p; (2)) is shown for Q = 15 and 30 GeV in fig. 16. 

The agreement with (pz (z)) in sect. 3 is good, although the thrust cuts differ some- 
what. (For completeness, we also present (p: (z)) for Q = 90 GeV in fig. 17.) Finally, 
fig. 18 shows the Q dependence of the overall mean (p: ). Here again, the agreement 
with our earlier analytic results is satisfactory. We conclude that these features are 
acceptably clean tests of QCD. 

The model can be employed to do other things as well. We have used it to con- 
sider the angular energy flow in e+e- + jets [20]. The idea is to calculate the aver- 
age fraction of the c.m. energy, F(Q, 6) outside a cone of half opening angle 6 about 
the thrust axis. We show the results from our qq + q?jG Monte Carlo model in fig. 
19. F(Q, 6) provides a global measure of jet broadening. This effect is not too dra- 
matic at Q = 30 GeV, but is clearly substantial at Q = 90 GeV. We suspect that other 
calorimetric jet measures will show similar behavior. 

Our last point is on the observability of true 3.jet structure, e+e- + q?jG + 3 
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Fig. 15. (l/o) da/dT for e+e- + qq + e+e- + qqG, + jets, from our Monte Carlo model. 

Fig. 16. The asymmetry in (p; (2)) from our qq + q?C --t jets Monte Carlo model. This figure 

should be compared to fig. 10. 
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Fig. 18. 

Fig. 17. The asymmetry (p: (z)) for 90 GeV c.m. energy. 
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(pf) as a function of the c.m. energy from our Monte Carlo model. 

jets. Fig. 20 shows the angular energy pattern in the event plane [4] *, 

1 @iI -_ 
E d$ ’ 

(32) 

where the axes are chosen as the T’ axis and the directions of the second and third 
most energetic quanta. (Here E is the total c.m. energy, and El1 is the projection in 

l Note that both 2- and 3-jet events are included. 
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Fig. 19. The energy flow F(Q, 6) at 30 and 90 GeV cm. energy. We show non-perturbative 

q(l jets as well as the full qq + qqG result from our Monte Carlo model. 

the qqG plane of the energy at azimuth 4.) Three-jet structure is clearly evident even 
at 15 GeV c.m. energy. (Of course, this will be obscured somewhat in practice by 
e+e- -+ bb -+ hadrons.) 

Since this model may be of use to experimentalists, we close this section with a 
note on its respectability. At not too high energies the model is surely acceptable 
from a theoretical point of view. At high energies (Q above 70 or 90 GeV) this is not 
so. This is because of the way we have enforced conservation of probability. We sim- 

ply set U2jet + Usjet = (1 + a/n) (70. This clearly cannot work once o3iet > ue, It is 
then necessary to take higher orders in CY, into account. Intuitively it is clear that then 
a four-jet cross section will appear, and o2iet will be damped less strongly than given 
by (31). A precise and physically acceptable way of doing this is not yet available. 
(Of course, neither are the e+e- c.m. energies where this is certain to be relevant.) 

5. Summary and remarks 

Our aim has been to find convincing tests of QCD jet broadening in e+e- annihi- 
lation. In particular, we observe that before 3 jets become easily visible, one jet in 
e+e- + 2 jets broadens and the other does not. This effect can be predicted quanti- 
tatively for energies of 30 GeV and above. If no new flavor thresholds intervene, 
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Fig. 20. The energy flux pattern in the event plane of e+e- + jets, at energies of 15, 30 and 90 
GeV. 

this must be observed. It is present below 30 GeV, but quantitative predictions 
appear more uncertain. Tests that jet broadening is due to the radiation of vector 
quanta without flavor are also feasible. But they appear less simple than a check of 
jet broadening itself. 

In the course of verifying that we can make quantitative predictions, we have 
developed a Monte Carlo multijet model for e+e- + qq t qqG + jets. Subject to 
our cautionary remarks on the completeness of the model, we hope that experi- 
mentalists can use it. It provides a useful explicit account of QCD effects at not 
too high energies. This may be especially helpful if it becomes necessary to separate 
QCD effects in the complicated final states above a new heavy flavor threshold. 
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